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rise. The desire to "add field

as man himself nearly, and as

others got poorer the fields of t

up and added to those of the forn

days little was thought of econon:

the shape of the fields to be worl

were very much taken as the}^ W(

to them, so that odd-shaped parts

as they were, all the more readily

fitted into the old. Then agaii

stern, might be held over a part

to decide as to whether the la

belonged to one proprietor or a

of years, when the law's long di

cided the point, and had left it

small importance whether the fe

was or clianged into some more

a certain degree of " superstitic

term can be so applied here, hi

of fields from being changed, 1

mido what he knew his fathei

upon. All these and other coi

long to retain the size and the fc

long course of years ; and whe:

science dawned upon men's mi

that something was to be gaine

forms, it sometimes was not so es

as some might be disposed to thi

Wc have prepared a few illu;

a more graphic form than is c

scription alone, the principles

as influencing practice in the 1

fencing of these off, and also thei

as well as the best method of
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AXD FENCES OF FIELDS.
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\Yill understand that the illustrations

rer}- general nature—mere diagrams,

principles, not drawings to scale to

ly of them are also somewhat exag-

id outline, but this is done purposely-

plain the point under consideration
;

;ases is caused unavoidably by the

;ale—a curved line on a small scale

acre " pronounced," as the French

is drawn on a larger scale, in which

ing a large surface look less curved.

IS we deem necessary, in order to

Xi. featm-es and modes of treatment

wise seem peculiar and imcalled for.

iwever, that the diagrams thus pre-

be practical purpose we have in view

5 the attention of the reader.

1 shape or form of fields, the most

is the rectangle or parallelogram,

an important and a very costlj'' item

. is essential where good cultivation

iient are desiderated, it is impoi'tant

as much as possible. Now a square

1, while it takes the miniminn of

ves the maximum of enclosed space.

ady shown that there is a length of

of fields under arable culture which

; most economically cultivated—this

240 to 250 j'ards in the heaviest

270 to 280 yards in moderately easy

V furrows of this length adjusted to

Id give too small an area for the

economical working to be obtained

stent cultivated on the mixed bus-
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rise. The desire to " add field to

as man himself nearly, and as s

others got poorer the fields of tin

up and added to those of the forme

days little was thought of economy

the shape of the fields to be worke

were very much taken as they wer

to them, so that odd-shaped parts w
as they were, all the more readily tl

fitted into the old. Then again,

stern, might be held over a partic

to decide as to whether the lam

belonged to one proprietor or an

of j'ears, when the law's long del:

cided the point, and had left it c

small Importance whether the fenc

was or changed into some more s

a certain degree of " superstition;

term can be so aj^plied hei'e, has

of fields from being changed, th

undo what he knew his father

upon. All these and other cons

long to retain the size and the fori

long course and whenof years

;

science dawned upon men's mini

that something was to be gained

forms, it sometimes was not so eas;

as some might be disposed to thin]

We have prej^arcd a few illust

a more graphic form than is ob

scription alone, the principles w
as influencing practice in the laj

fencing of these ofl", and also their

as well as the best method of h
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very general nature—mere diagrams,

principles, not drawings to scale to

ij^ of them are also somewhat exag-

id outline, but this is done purposely-

plain the point under consideration
;

ases is caused unavoidably by the

;ale—a curved line on a small scale

lore " pronounced," as the French

is drawn on a larger scale, in Avhich

iug a large surface look less curved.

s we deem necessarj'^, in order to

n features and modes of treatment

wise seem peculiar and uncalled for.

wever, that the diagrams thus pre-

le practical purpose we have in view

) the attention of the reader.

shape or form of fields, the most

is the rectangle or parallelogram,

an important and a verj^ costly item

is essential where good cultivation

lent are desiderated, it is important

as much as possible. Now a square

1, while it takes the minimum of

ves the maximum of enclosed space,

idy shown that there is a length of

of fields under arable culture which
' most economically cultivated—this

240 to 250 j^ards in the heaviest

270 to 280 yards in moderately easy
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d give too small an area for the

economical working to be obtained
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OF PLOUGHING A FIELD. 4o

n an exaggerated way, a h, in Fig. 17.

;reat difficulty in working up to the

off the lieadlands, wliile there is in

lost an impossibility to do so, not

t the waste of land at certain very

parts from the impossibility there is

t all. See as an illustration of this

10 '^^\ 3 111 J'

;. 5, giving the position of fields of

Lcter. Although this diagram is of

it scarcely misrcj^resents the actual

relation to each other to be seen in

3 time lost above referred to in work-

id the advantage therefore in laying-

sir shape will give not only the best

.it that the lensth will be uniform,

# « # V
"*V"
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may be illustrated iu the diagra

abed to be part of a field 1

ordinary way : the surface is di

compartments called " stetches
"

ing j^oints between any two coi

being the furrows, as g h, ij* '

of the " stetches," as// k i j, is

the highest point being at the c

e f, of the stetch or ridge, the

li g, ij. The central furrow- slice

two first slices l3'ing right and le

all the remaining furrow-slices

inclined to the I'ight, the other tc

lain this arrangement the follow

ing at the headlands is necessita

row-slice at efia formed by the

in the direction of furrow 4 to i

furrow-slice in the direction of let

at point 3, the plough is tur

headland, c b, to the point 2

point 1, turns the furrow-slice f

central furrow-slice is thus forn:

Ij'ing in opj)osite directions.

the plough is turned sharp rount

headland, a d, towards d, till poin

plough there adjusted so that it n

point 11 ; arriving there, it is

along the headland, c b, till poi

then is made to plough up from

point 5 it goes to point 12 down

* Those, for long tefore under-draina

the only drains by which the land was (

distance between which varied "with tlio so

ing in one way for the various breadths
counties.
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-POSITION OF THE FURROWS. 47

at 10 ; from this the plough goes to

last lines—13, 14, 15, and 16—are

jlete the breadth of the stetch. It

k1 that the plough is made to work

i central line, e J] alternately along

, b c; and each length along the

is each furrow increases in distance

rter, therefore, the furrows, as 1, 2,

he turnings at their ends, and the

Durneys made along the headlands
;

t in ploughing a field with short

e furrows in relation to the form of

jction in which they should run, is

ble importance, although it is often

sat object being to give as much
I and light to the furrow soil and

iarries as possible, this will be best

the furrows from south to north, as

Jircumstances, chiefly brought into

I peculiarities in the " lay " of the

modify this rule materially. Thus

ield vaa,y have a decided slope in a

from south to north, or vice versa;

land with surfaces of this kind is to

lin oft' from the surfece with mode-

mdent in some measure upon the

otherwise, of the locality—an ini-

considered in the culture of green

a of the furrows will be changed

in Fig. 4, the " trend," or " lay " of

flice is from west to east, as shown

ram ab ; the furrows will run there-

i. Or the field may present several

1 «.' !( 5_l ' ' ^' " '^

i * *
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inclined surfaces differing in re

it may be like a small hill or t(

in all cases sucli as these some

have to be exercised in the 1

that not only shall they be pli

greatest amount of sunlight,

drainage. Further, in hot clin

there is much hot, sunny wcat

some droughts, this rule of the

and south may—and often is

or modified. In some cases t'

surface (

" pronou:

way of T

" stetche.'

has been

not be ai

nary fom

be discar

or " tur

which al

iiuule to lie in one direction ov(

In all cases where the pn
chooses with his own farms,

them or their fields " march '

proprietor or other proprietors

advantage to pull down the i

substitute for them others wi1

is all the more necessary in

of steam is likely to be emplo]

the fields. In fact, steam culti

to anj'thing like its full paying

fields having zig-zag fences ; i

sense, have only fair play gi''

Fig. 4.
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FIELDS AND LENGTH OF FrKRO\\'S

i uncucumberod with fences of any

ir extent of the fields of the dif-

Iso vary according to circumstances,

eady stated, that in practice where

ployed to work the lands the best

V is about 250 j-ards ; this length

1 too long a time working till they

jace at the end of the " bout." This

date the size of the fields, but other

into operation modifying this. The

ws should, however, never be made
t deal of time is lost in turning the

lands ; with the furrow of the length

yards, the loss from this cause alone

ten hours is no less than one-fifth, no

in the " wage bill " of the ploughing

ne season. These facts go to show

ystem which some advocate that the

lould be in proportion always to the

o doubt this rule does hold to a cer-

nany instances, where the fields of a

of course larger than those on a very

!• an average—if that can indeed be

f modifj'iug circumstances come into

alwaA's easil}' estimated or foreseen

should vary from ten up to twenty-

,
the smallest being adapted for the

or farms of the largest class, accord-

lave already, in another part of this

good deal depends upon the stjde

on carried out—some kinds of crop-

per fields to be worked with profit

ir example, turnip and root crops

i"-th of furrow wo have stated as the

If -4 fi # r *.* • '
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:liiii^

best for horse labour may be

cumstances—a longer furrow I

cases where the soil is light, or

heav}'. And the position of th

sidorecl with relation to the roa

to the farm ateadiug ; there b

ouslj' convenient on inspection

munication along the I'idges—

J

to which manure are carted—

c

least outlay of labour in gain

The fields while, as we have st

size verj' much according to t

under which they are cultivate

in relation to that rotation, so tl

periods of working a given part

upon it that the cost m.ay be re

Suburban farms, again, gene

variety of crops, and some of

extent, this variety demands a

cannot, of course, be large, I

which must dejieud upon the :

vated, and will vary from fields

twelve acres ; and the more clos

approaches that of market gar^

but on a larger scale, the more

size, the fields will be. Mai

again, devoted to the raising c

the same class, who, being ne;

other obvious reasons, do not d'

ture, but devote themselves mc

tion of dairy and other produi

s-reat demand in the towns c

situated, and which being of a

cannot stand much transit or k
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FATED BY EOTATIOX OF CKOPPIXG. Ol

hillside parts of the estate, if such

isly be made of almost any extent,

s being no unusual size, while the

nited in extent by the shelter neces-

from the enclosing fences and rails.

a sea margin, the same remarks

it in both cases being, in fact, the

farmer ; and those will be regulated

.ount of capital he can devote to the

ming stock, for which those fai-ms

: used ; the only limit which should

ition to the size of the fields being

lition of the fences, which are to act

severe weather for the stock. But

recess of time, be greatly modified,

3m of erecting special shelter-sheds

On purely sheep-growing farms in

iielter required is obtained through

jlls," or stone enclosures, placed at

illsides, and the fields being divided

ost universally by stone dykes or

f shelter is also provided by them,

these is regulated by circumstances

ite.

t of the fields of a farm, the true

to proceed is the adaptation of their

V mode of enclosure to the peculiar

n the farm ; there being, so to say,

t adapted for a certain kind of culti-

ciple, although thoroughly sound,

iientific deductions as well as those

Iwaj-s to be carried out, as may be

has been already said ; and some

;rudge having to go to the expense

d2

«
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of altering old fields, jiulling

placing them with new. But

is being put under a new syste

one, the principle should alw£

mixed husbandry farms distinct

are essential, the number of th

ing with the stj'le and consequt

the rotation. Space does not pe

this very interesting subject, o

$^j.^ i
we must therefore conteu

dicating the principle in genera

a farm cultivated on the four-(

acres in extent, will have four pi

of 100 acres each. These divis

each to its particular share or

the student will perceive that c

be unmanageable to cultivate

the principles we have elsewhe:

" grand farms," as the French

tent, some of the fields are ve

is, therefore, divided again int(
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;ELDS SHAPE OK FORM OF DITTO. 06

\\ may beai- different crops ; but, of

under the class of rotation, or more

ted to the same crop, but cultivated

ig as varieties in the soil, &c., would

iier would desire to follow out. The

say, of green and forage crops, the

reasons we have elsewhere named,

ub-divisions, or smaller fields, would

cal and other circumstances, but four

;h would exhaust the area of the divi-

lowever, prefer the area of each to be

ig, perhaps, six out of the 100. The

varj- with the aggregate acreage of

iously smaller in a farm of 100 acres

; but this is not carried strictly out

rwise it would as obviously be the

on a small farm, of which there are

y, would be far too small ; indeed, it

ted that even on the smallest farm

lot be less, if imder arable culture,

each ; if under pasture, some may
lis, to suit convenience of woi'king,

?he shape best adapted for working

parallelogram, of which the length

le, 250 yards or thereby, to suit the

reasons ah'eady stated ; the breadth,

-n regulated by the area of the field.

of large extent, and indeed on all

elds are fairly proportioned to the

a few small fields or paddocks should

,
and these as near the farm buildings

calves, young colts, &c., &.e., may be

jcasional run, or nsed for sick, con-

'.j stock, and for many other pur-

f '4 1 #
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poses which will suggest thems(

lands rcclaimecl from the sea,

arable culture will have their c

lated, as in other cases, accordii

ping. (See remarks on the Cr<

kind in Chap. V.)

As regards the shape of the fi

2, and 3, and corresponding lett

of the leading circumstances inl

their size. In the case of p;

devoted to meadow land for hay

ing is wholly different and nee

their size may vary according

the farm. As a rule, it will be

have elsewhere recommended, tc

not too large in size, so that a chi

quality and kind of grass may b

time—a matter of great importa

and as regards the shape of t.

fields, although from the above i

same necessity to have straigh'

not exist, it should be remember

and meadow fields are mixed i

imder the plough, and lie contig

of the one will determine the lii

Further, in the case of meadow

membered that in the use of i

rapidl}' becoming almost uni'

working of these is greatly fac

the fields and their boundary ]

level surfaces, with few or no

near the fences, are the circumf

mowing machine and the hay

display their advantages. The
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IXriNG SIZE AXD FORM OF FIELDS. 00

the fields in the laying-oiit of the

ill be found briefly discussed in the

ther circumstances which only the

• or agent can take cognizance of,

)t, and being acquainted with all the

ich particular case, go to modify tire

lich the sizes of farms are regulated,

ny fixed rule or set of rules being

Duld be applicable to all cases,

'er, one or two circumstances aflfect-

indeed the forms of fields of farms

; j^et noticed. The first of these we

a to is the positions of the roads and

assume with relation to other parts

e estate. We have, at the commence-

; chapter, alluded to the influence of

;e and form of the fields, and have

the fact that much of the way in

odified will depend upon the ability-

he proprietor regarding them ; for

ppear obvious at first sight that the

ion of the direction of a road woukl

the shape of a field, and make its

! easy and profitable matter, still it

s that that diversion is one which is

be made, either as regards its cost

;o other roads connected with it, or

or steading of the farm. But in

Lidicious arrangement, a road, for

vides two small fields ma}' be alto-

^ith by throwing the two fields into

ne good field oiit of two poor fields,

extent of land hy that taken up by

ii i; '. k V s .»•

#» # « H 4 4 ^
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the road and its usually wic

fences ; while at the same time

the change of the road is conc(

distance from one point to anot

not longer at all events, than b(

ments of a like character may b(

the cost of time and labour devo

and the intelligent agent will a

out to see how these can be m
cheapest way. Where such in

Fig. 6.

able, there should be no hesita

out, for the advantages gainei

every way worthy of being obta

which is a diagram illustrating

alluded to, the road a b which

e c g h, f cl ij, was of no real

points equidistant from the i

vehicles, &c., desired to go, nami

/to c, or vice versa; and not
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road A B, and its bounding broad-

7 /^, i j, and outside of these the

was so much ground lost, and a

The change effected, as illustrated

f
away with the central road a b in

e additional space of land, as efg h,

il unserviceable fields into one good-

Fig. 7, excellentl}- adapted for the

)ps.

roads may also, as stated above, be

Fig. 7.

mprovcd by no great expense being

Thus in Fig. 8, the crooked road,

's an exceedingly awkward form or

b c, at the termination of the fur-

j to the labour and cost of ploughing,

very much bv cutting off the banks

s a and d hy the straight line a f,

Dad right lined and at right angles

ws, making the headland straight, as

u3
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c d, in Fig. 9. If, as in Fig. 8, t

begins to go up to and in the

improved or new cutting may b

of the ]

all sti'

Fig. 9,

mical J

run die

furrow

vicious

duced V

be avo

be, will

in the n

ing on

Agai

not be

with, s

instanc

also to

fields 1

close, (

ment w
doing a

tomed i

as thos

ready a

many
j

cially bi

fences j

AaluabL

haps, even greater damage to the

to them by shading these fron

withdrawing much of the nourist
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rni the soil, that being taken nj) bj

)ften large growth of underwood,

mall trees with which the sides of

re covered and their tops crowned,

dso of generations of deca3-ed vege-

L has practically added to the size of

5 a supply of most excellent mould,

applied to garden or other land,

lay the cost of removal,

e subsidiar}' roads as affecting the

s of fields. "We have now to advei't

influencing the positions of these,

.tion to the central homestead or

,
*" 4( 5.1 J' <' ,

••

t ^ ^ -i^ ^ ^ 'n
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a.

be

0-

is

is

of

Id

ation to the fields generally that the

should be reduced to a minimum,
illy lead, one would suppose, to the

' farm being chosen as the site of its

ings, and this is what the majority

ommended. But while as a general

?ct, and can scarcely be conti'overted,

circumstances connected witb some

! varying quality of the land, which

lie. There are some farms we know,

Imed land, where the fields on one

such a quality of soil, and have to

ered in such a wav, that vcrv littlo

f 4 « Cf «; ^j ^w
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hi ^

carting indeed is required to be '

them. Here the rule above alh

out of place, and the farm bui

cost of carting, would require tc

farm on which the fields lay bear

of produce to be carted to, and

the buildings. And yet, obvio

arc instances where it is ofte

buildings are placed close to tl

and from which carting is seldo:

siderations show how difficult

estates it is to lay down one nd
made api^licable to all cases. T
plantations, or, perhaps, it is be

verse way, the relation of plant;

of trees to fields, will be foun(

heading of Plantations, in Chap

If the estate be very large, a:

bounds a great variety of differe

soils— such as lowland and h

adapted for arable culture, und

heads of farming specified in

"commons land," or heath lai

and land b}' the margin of th

tidal rivers—it is obvious that

the surface of the estate will be c

circumstances, and will not be ai

or principles. This, however, ;

taken with a reservation, as, fo

of a farm of which, from its f

largest part is under arable cu]

husbandrj' system ; this may be

part by common or heath land

or even marshy land. In this (
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ose qualities of land be deemed likeh'

, a certain area of eacli may be given

ome asi'cement as to the area to be

given time. In sucli cases, where

3 have to be erected, it will be neces-

lether these should not be so placed

the purpose of the fields which may,

be reclaimed. But this will require

sat judgment, and only decided upon

spection and investigation of the lands

w that thcj- are of such a character as

ly the cost of reclamation. Other and

ons connected with the laying out of

I discussed in the next chapter. Cir-

will be taken into account bj' the

professional advisers in the manage-

", will, however, decide cases such as

luch and accurate judgment in the

:ercised is obvious, when it is remem-

lave already stated, that in many
,

" waste lands," of whatever class,

f being reclaimed in the practical

de to pay for the outlay which the

d so long as this is true, so long will

it much of those waste lands must

, unless the " spirit of the age " find

utilising them, other than that of

iv any of the methods at present in

imation of Waste Lands," under its

f V.)
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CHAPTER

MANAGEMENT OF THE PROPERTY

CONCERNED WITH IT, AND

DUTIES TO ONE ANOTHER, AS

LORD, BAILIFF, MANAGER, OR C

AND LABOURERS THE ERECTK

ING OUT OF ROADS, AND GE:

ESTATE.

Having in the preceding cliapte:

tion various points connected \

and special characteristics of 1

cussed as fullj' as space would a(

and distribution of its special p£

mainly confined to leading prin

take up the practice, and considf

its details by which that practice

The Landlord : his Duties cmi

various Parties on

The first point which engage

the various parties concerned ^i

the successful working of the esta

lord or proprietor, as the chief, a

with him bj^ the ties of a busim

agent, chamberlain, general m£

imder or farm bailifis, and the te

At first sight it would appear th
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ould have devolved upon it being

inship and duties of the individuals

1 each other would be reduced to a

implicit}-. The bargains or special

iiade between them and the head or

ate, nothing more would seem neces-

seeing that the details of these were

ried out. While this is true in a

., in a special one, it is also and

much of the success as to the ulti-

bargains or agreements will depend

s ability with which, in the first

;arried out, so as to meet the whole

th or of all the parties, but in the

i more practically important instance,

h the work is carried on. The rela-

ious parties to one another is cha-

considerations, some of which are at

ng ; and difficult, without tact and

dealt with satisfactorily ; the}' are so

nto close contact with each other, and

me necessarily up for consideration

what may be called the daily work

roperty, that no less tact than judg-

by them. It is obvious, therefore,

the harmony with which this work

rt'ith this its practical success and the

ity of the estate—will depend upon

peculiarities, and the business habits

in its management, influencing and

ly each other, as they must be, in a

direct and observable. SjDace does

various points to be taken up and

fulness which would be desirable in

n 4 « 1^
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a larger work, but from their im

to glance briefly at some of the

Obviously at the head of w.

"working confederation" of t

owner or proprietor, generally

lord." Although in one sense

relationship to the other parti

body is simple and easily defin

to them, and in turn receivinj

leaving details to be decided u

those to whom is entrusted t'

property ; still this is taking

view of the position of the pro]

lord, nor would many feel then

it was so put to them as conveyi:

of them. "While there are some

are distinguished—if the term

applicable to them—by taking i

close and personal kind in the

drawing the rents, " receiving

little in the way of giving as pc

put it, is but too true ; it is n

truly national gratification that

landed proprietors of this count

class, which, however large at (

is small now, and is daily di:

could be cited to prove this, W6

records of the doings of our lea

and societies. That a landlorc

to be interested in his property

least, of the general details of

the statement of a truism. Bu1

kind of interest is required o

number of instances this higl
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s gratifviug and satisfactoiy. That

le arts and sciences bearing upon

special characteristics of land, and

pccial details of practical farming,

of tigli Talue, and abiding intel-

well, is obvious enough ; and not

dlords of the kingdom—some of

I and position in the nobility and

this knowledge, and apply it with

to the improvement of their pro-

le landlord lose but gain in dignity,

will not in pocket, if he cultivates

il hearty interest in the well-doing

all in his employment, and acting

in the relationship of managers or

The landlord's power for good in

, nor will it be ineffectual even

times i^ractised in a quiet way.

out, without much personal inter-

fussiness, which is what thej^ do not

it their landlord has or has not their

nd if he has, his interests will be all

, for one naturally takes a pleasure

those who are trying to please him.

so bad as some cynics say they are

• indeed.
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lain. Factor, Agent, Bailif, or

Overseer.

! are "vast and ducal," spread over

xnd often in more than one of the

eir general management becomes a

importance, and is usually entrusted

tft « ft * -f ^.
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to gentlemen of the highest pos

scientific attainments, under vi

the higher or more imj)osing

hiin," others with those of

as factor—a capital name, in^

" doing " of something, or being

or essential value. Under hii

managers of the estates in the

imder those the tenantr}', &c.

work it will be better to suppo

estate, but that so extensive at

boundai'ies every variety of lau'

be enabled to refer to them all,

characteristics of the methods

of produce and consequent rent

them.

Such an estate is generallj^ m
a gentleman called an "agent,

least very frequently, connected

sion. While a great deal coul

on the subject of the qualificati

not advert to what he ought not

he ought to be, in those respect

in a sentence or two. As a bui

have an intimate knowledge o

form.?, agreements, leases—in ;

and ever-varj'ing matters which

consideration on a large estate

"expenditure" and "income."

ness qualifications he ought to hi

a knowledge of land in all its de

whether considered as a science, 's

gations, and deductions, or as a

details as applied to farming. To
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idtl moral and intellectual gifts ; bo

g disposition, yet prompt, energetic,

1. It need scarcely be said that

I not manage the estate as some

3—from his office alone, seated with

ounts, &c. However well those be

:ended to, personal attention, of a

character, he will be sure to give,

llord who finds such a one—the

ight place." That he will exercise

3 of care in the choice of his agent,

:mderstood ; but that choice being

•ent should not be hampered and

:-petual interferences, but, where

d desirable by the landlord, they

d to the notice of the agent with

n'hich they will be sure to be, the

IS we are pleased to assume he will

tleman in feeling as well as position.

commencement of this chapter.)

ted, one of the first duties of the

on of the bailiff and the tenants.

)r overseer first, the varied nature

le gathered from the fact that with

the practical working and manage-

farm," but the planning, superin-

ng out of the general work of the

ore him bj' the agent, the selection

e of the workmen, and the making

jf the whole work entrusted to him.

dave a thoroughly practical know-

connected with the land and its

) of practical farming; and coming

h the tenantry, he must be a man
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of education and intelligence,
'

ners, of a kind, conciliatorj^ ye

dowed thus, he will so please hi

long he will rise to a highe:

influence.

On the Qualifications and Clio

Fa rms of the P
It is impossible to over-esti

this department of the raanag

inasmuch as it is the end or

attainment of which the labou]

tribute, and for which they a

so that it may be said to be i

work, as securing the success o

property. With the tenants ]

through incompetence, or thr

they are not what is suggestive'

as " good tenants," and fail thei

fully and with punctualitj', wl

lord cannot possibly do so. Tl

fore bound up together in the (

acts prejudicially in the case o

case of the other.

And even in view of that ve:

ture, a de'te noire of so many
proprietors—the " tenant-right

may be granted that the gre

legal rights is in favour of the

the tenant may thus be apparei

force of enactments and the str

it is obvious that no amount of t

the contingencies, or make good
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?nce in practical knowledge, want of

abits, or the lack of capital, and the

3 deal best with it on the pai't of the

i attributes which cannot be bought,

by any law however strong, b}' any

f stringent and binding in its clauses.

bey can onh- be so by the exercise of

n, and sound judgment on the part

! estate.

are the duties which an agent has to

>'rceable at times as is the work ho

bt if there be any duty or any work

3 abilities and prove his capacity to

! holds to a greater extent than that

e tenants of the farm. In one sense

department may be said to be much
• now than they were, not so many
farming b}' no means occupied the

was in no sense the popular business

therefore, were eas}', or at all events

; had; and when to be let, farmers

lem, if they met with competition, it

ion of brother farmers. But by a

3umstances, the details of which it is

) into here, matters have changed

years. Trade, commerce, and mann-
ed forward their outworks, so to say,

those engaged in them has increased

enormously ; and as it seems to bo

ter of our countrj'men to be looking

earlier days to the time when they

re and to live upon and farm some

class of competitors for farms has

has tended grcatlv to increase the

} & ^ ^ 4 9 ^f ^ € ^
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demand for farms, as well as o

their letting value. Nor lias

been unshared by farmers brou

business or profession, for the in

classes has created a demand
prices of this, from one cause or

also ; so^that rich farmers are b

men to be found they were year

These causes, and others ^vhic

although less potent, still tendin

to have farms by a much wide

class of people than before, ma
of finding good tenants on the

much easier than it used to be.

themselves, as it were, upon '.

clamorously compel him to ace

But it is not all gold that gli

may be the claimants for the

let, they are not free from the c

now, any more than in days

conducted paj'S, but only mod
but where ill conducted, it al

wastes the resoiirces at an alarm

be easily conceived, from wht

amongst the men of the classes

must be many who are almost

conduct a farm j)roperly. T.

farmer are therefore necessary

agent, and as these involve coi

imi:)ortance to both him and to

to those who may be designing

are therefore studjdng for the sa

here briefly to point out what

which contribute to the success (
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outset we must notice a very singular

ected with farming. Other busi-

jareful training—years of primary

. afterwards of what may be called a

which further and a higher and

perieuce is obtained; and all this

Qan is supposed to or considers hini-

naster, with all its cares, responsi-

ds upon the higher qualities of his

farming all is diifereut. So far

opinion of it run, that it is sup-

aiplest and easiest of occupations to

that any one, no matter what has

nature of his calling, and what the

itions, can at once take it up and

;cess. It is needless to inquire as to

ous estimate of farming has arisen,

iture has had much to do with it

;

f the country and its pursuits, which
' the British character, has had more,

jf instances there are those who, hav-

her callings, have taken to farming,

ather to the thought that all about

d profitable—a state of dreamland

1 few have had a most unpleasant

^e rushed quickly into it, and have

ihed as quickly out of it . K"ow, the

ling, in place of being the easily

it is popularly supposed to be, is one

aiy, demands not merely a thorough

practice in the field and fold, an

aiuch of the practical science of the

on the part of its followers, the

3f observation, a ready-wiltedness in
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taking advantage of favourabl

favourable circumstances of sc

as regards the crops, and th

liabits, peculiarities, and cba

which together exercise no sma

the thinking faculties. Butmc
is farming connected ^vith ijroc

mate and animate materials,

concerned, and strongly so, wit.

in the shape of money, the farr

nearly all the habits of other bu

iipon perpetually to exercise en

seeing skill, and prudent manaj

Farming, then, being what i

jjrised to learn that even to t]

trained in the early part of thei

and practice, and who in busii

these to use, and work hard—ve

of toil and nights of anxious

farmer's lot—not alwaj-s is si

need, then, be no wonder that s

class fail. The wonder is th

But certainly some surprise m
Ave have stated, that of those wl

tious to insure success many do i

There must therefore be some

These lie in the fact already 1

in place of being an easy happy

which demands so rare a combi

that it is not every man who p
where possessed, the tact and sk

is lacking.

It is indeed mainly for want c

of the various resources he has a
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liimself, that the farmer fails to find

There is such a fine adjustment oi

3f farmiiio- to one another, and such

tion of one branch with the other,

out in practice as one harmonious

LS is, failure is sure to be the result.

amiliar simile, is like one taking up

I chain, who has not only to number

mate the strength of each to resist a

who, if he fail in connection with

ork is failure throughout. Another

th^ well-known saying, the strength

Teaki/st part. To succeed in farming,

ications specially connected with its

letice, such as knowledge of soils,

1 the best methods of working and

live stock or the animals of the

on to suit its circumstances, their

and general management, in all of

'ast number of details to be attended

1st add a capability of so balancing

whole work that all ^^ill work
iime be lost in returning, so to say,

other. But while attention must
hat may be called little things, the

liich results in a loss so heavy that

age know or think of it, and far less

it, there must be also the adjustment

ments to one another, and the close

L-e important ones of the farm. Much
on this important part of our subject,

us from doing this. Enough, how-

to show the importance of the duties

iting aside all considerations whatso-

E
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ever, whether of a personal, pol;

selection of the tenantry shoul

done purely upon business princ

secure the class of farmers who,

to do justice to the land, add a the

kind of farming which they pr

which, it is scarcely necessary 1

the higher qualifications of bei

moral and business or commerci;

with the selection of the tenantr

of the terms upon which the fa

yearly tenancy or that of

Farm LeaS[

A very important part of

exists or may exist—for in mai

has no existence—between pr

the "farm lease." The subj(

with so many pros and cons,

has been introduced into the

exceedingly difficult to conti

like the calmness which ough'

all points concerning a scien

of the progress of agricultui

side—the tenants—maintain t

scientific question, and this t

reason ; that, on the contrary,

that only, with their position a

cerned in getting a living ; tha

properly made sure to them wi

lease. Of course all do not he

for they go further, and say th

leases is a scientific one, inasmuc
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irried on scientifically ; and for this

the farmers, not being secure in the

farms, cannot and will not la)' out

it of their farms those sums which

iertain the fact that those improve-

rth anj'thing. In brief, they main-

.e tenant be made sure that he will

he lays out in improvements, he has

lay them out at all.

confessed, verj- difficult to controvert

rhich are, to say the least, founded

; ; nor is it easy to see how they can

landlords, inasmuch as what goes to

s done by tenants must be beneficial

he estate. A farmer is not likely to

lis farm calculated to increase its

18 can realise the benefit of the out-

Le is apt to be turned out at the end

lier proprietors nor their agents can

; is wanted in order to improve it as

; and live bj- it. And when we find

fai'mers in favour of leases, at least

luration, it is a strong argument in

ption. Yet, as if to show how two-

ming opinion, not a few very prac-

L heard to declare, that if thej' had

taking a nineteen years' lease and

ly tenauej' to which the}' had been

ould prefer the latte—ran instance

of custom, inasmuch as it is difficult

inciples to which we have above

; one of the strongest arguments

other practical men, in far greater

pplv to them. Of coui'se the other

e2
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side have their view of the matt

the principles of leases—chiefly

those connected with land—h(

ojjposite of those we have sho^

gent farmers, and maintain that

to promote the progress of agr

certain to have the opposite ten

moreover calculated to keep

farmers themselves, and prevf

the world. It is somewhat d

the latter argument can be C'

course possible that one may
that the first is correct.

A lease has been defined by

who takes a fair view of bot]

as an agreement or " contract

profit of lands and tenements (

a recompense in the shape oi

on the other." And as regai

leases should extend, the peri(

often quoted as the best, seems

experience of certain districts i

brated for the efficiency of th

has doubtless been attributed ]

other causes have also unmista

It is difficult to conceive why t

so speciall}^ valuable in an arb

this, one in which apparently i

The proposal made by the writ(

involve a principle easily app

one which appears sound and r<

length of the lease be proportio:

best suits the soil of the farm ta

words, that the lease should b(
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;ase system in cropping a farm, t (

four coui>se (or four years' rotation)

s' lease, a five years' rotation being

le eighteen, and so on. Many advan-

3 from this arrangement, not the

nous one, that at the expiration of

fields would be under the same crop

ho beginning of it, so that a fair

forded of judging of the fact as to

)f farming adopted during the lease

iroved the land. One advantage of

ould never be lost sight of, and it is

any argument against it ; and it is

?xtending over a number of years

the seasons, giving the farmer the

ssing the good years to make up for

)ad ones. Upon the whole—for the

Dgtheued one upon which page after

thej^ have been, written again and

. the matter not be left to the tenant,

)ice as to whether he would prefer a

3 proprietor has always his remedy

(vhich the lease is to be drawn up.

nnt of terms no end of writing and

exhausted, and with apparently very

it certainly does appear a very com-

; upon which to proceed, and which is

attention of the young proprietor'

—

ed to be less influenced by the precon-

ars of practice of older proprietors

—

rms of the lease shall not run counter

)rinciples of agriculture, so as to pre-

ce being carried out. Space does not

jive examples of some of the clauses

erted into leases ; but suffice it to sav,
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that they are utterly prohibits

being taken which an intelligen

which the principles and practic

alike show should be taken. ^

relics of a time when farming

earliest stages of progress, and

times such as the present. It

farmers take farms bound down
absurd regulations ? To which

difficult, as it is unsafe and unc

man's reasons and motives.
'

than any one else, although it

may bo added to those we have
" world knows a man's busines

it himself." As a natural resu

farmer with the land of which li

some time, came up the questioi

as he had made in it during the

however long or short that n

might have been of such a chan

full advantage of them during

in no sense could he be said to 1

transaction when he was called

either upon the expiry of his le

ihe shortest notice if he were a tei

be obvious even to the tyro in aj

the general character of its d

great majoi'ity, at least a large

be of that nature, that a large pr

sunk" in making such improve

the farm, and would go to the

incoming tenant. Then came i

all this the " Tenants' Eight

"

meant the right of the tenant
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had, so to say, invested in the im-

i made during his tenancy. Long
: discussions which the question gave

Dth sides they were carried on not

amenities which one naturally ex-

occupying the relative positions of

it ; but when money questions—and

ten large amounts—are brought to

cult to maintain the courtesies whicli

istances are expected. There can bo

all is said, that it is a point ver}-

itroverted, that if a farmer has put

in amounts, say, of manure, or erects

)th of which tend greatly to improve

if these are not exhausted, or, in

has not got the full advantage of

ts before he leaves, some one is the

-either the landlord who owns the

mt who may have to succeed him.

[s good in other business transactions,

to see why it should not do so iu

; at all events so obviously common
ok such a hold of the public mind,

peatedly before the Legislature, and

ion took form and shape in what is

cultural Holdings Act (England),"

In some districts, previous to the

,
and in some instances where special

made, "compensation" for unex-

mtswere allowed for, but only under

s ; and, as already stated, unless

nt on leaving his farm found that his

ivever costly, "became the property
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of his successor ;
" but uucler tl

a legal claim to compensatic

compensation will become unive

Where compensation is alread

to the passing of the Act—secu:

ment, the Act will make no ch,

have been held " at will," as t'

under agreements which do not

sation, either the Act will appl]

in the spirit of the Act will

words of a brief but suggestive

Act by Mr. C. Randell, of Ch
in the number of the Journal p

Sccietij of England (Second S

No. 23) draws attention to

adopted upon the estate of the '.

to whom agriculture in many o:

indebted. Mr. Randell believes

for those who contemplate the

ments under the Act of 1875, s

alluded to, to consider these agr(

They are far too long to be givi

only refer the reader to the nu:

have named, in which they ari

note here that, as they contain

not have been embodied in t

(1875), it seems desirable that,

the intentions of this Act, then

of tenancy defining how the ten

unexhausted value of his purch

and further—which is very in;

the Act apjDarently does not
'

return to the land during his te:

the produce sold off of it, and ]
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when that expires. Further, those

-what Mr. Randell states the Act

to give—freedom as to cropping and

i (see a preceding paragraph on those

its under head of Leases) ; that they

mt of compensation for unexhausted

than the Act gives—under which a

in after talcing a croj) of corn—the

lising the undoubted fact that when
1 been applied to the growth of tur-

! land by sheep, which are at the

L oil-cake in addition, the benefit to

xhausted by one crop of corn, but

owing or succeeding crops of clover

however, of extreme carefulness in

ements, however valuable these maj^

in themselves, with the Act as now
er closely these may run or be sup-

reement with the spirit of it, is verj^

importance is somewhat curiously

concluding words of a very brief but

)y Sir T. Dyke Acland, Bart., M.P.,

5 number in which Mr. EandeU's

n'ing attention to a clause in the Act.

words of warning are these :
" The

incorporating existing agreements

le which requires careful considera-

nay be said of framing new agree-

Lce with the Act, defining what is

ng the Act to the circumstances of

' In concluding our remarks upon

our work, we deem it right to point

those who wish to gain a clear view
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